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Mark and his own

N July 7, Mark Johnston

sent out 24 runners from his

Middleham base to seven

different racecourses –

Beverley, Carlisle, Chelmsford,

Haydock, Leicester, Nottingham and

Sandown.

On what proved to be a Super

Saturday for the yard, the statistics of the

day made for spectacular reading. In all,

seven of those runners won, at five

different tracks; four finished second in

their races; and one finished third.

Eighteen of them won prize-money for

their owners, and a total of just over

£207,700 was earned on the day.

Even by Mark Johnston’s exalted

standards, this amounted to a remarkable

achievement. It was the first time Mark

had trained the winners of seven races in

a single day, and while the feat may not

be unique, we can say with certainty it is

incredibly rare!

Here’s how the record was achieved as

the day progressed.

Making Miracles was one of three

stable entries for the 12.35 at Haydock, a

valuable Class 2 handicap over a mile

and six furlongs, the others being

Austrian School and Lynwood Gold. The

Pivotal gelding, owned by Messrs Acorn,

Brown, Parker and Scott, turned in an

exceptional performance under a

confident ride from Richard Kingscote,

who is fast becoming a Haydock

specialist.

Making every yard of the running,

Making Miracles was kicked clear with

over a quarter of a mile to race. She

stayed on well to score by a comfortable

three lengths from Austrian School, who

just pipped Sexy Beast for third.

Richard Kingscote told the Klarion

after the race that he had been confident

of a bold show by Making Miracles. The

horse had run behind Baghdad in the

King George V Handicap at Royal Ascot,

finishing well after losing his place some

way from home. 

“He was unfortunate at Ascot,”

explained Kingscote, “and I was quite

confident today after the way he ran

there. Today he jumped smartly and saw

it out nicely.”

In Chelmsford’s 1.35 race, a fillies’

novice auction stakes over seven

furlongs, Sheikh Hamed Dalmook al

Maktoum’s Liberatrix made a winning

debut for the yard. 

The Iffraaj filly, out of the

Dynaformer mare, Sarmad, overcame a

tardy start to claim the race with an

impressive burst of speed on the rails.

She is a half-sister to two winners at a

mile and a half in Ad Libitum and

Elusive Cowboy.

Deirdre Johnston was at Chelmsford

to saddle the filly and was delighted by

her success. 

“Liberatrix was a bit slow at the gate

but finished to good effect. We may go a

mile next time,” she said.

The yard’s third win of the day came

in the feature event on Haydock’s card,

the  Old Newton Cup at 1.45. The five-

year-old Acclamation gelding, Rainbow

Rebel, became the yard’s third winner

of this valuable handicap in six years, in

the process earning his owners, the

Owners Group 004, £62,250 in prize-

money!

Joe Fanning took the ride on

Rainbow Rebel and had him

beautifully positioned throughout.

He was prominent from the outset

and disputed third with stable

companion Sofia’s Rock for much of

the mile and a half trip behind the

strong gallop set by Atkinson

Grimshaw.

Switched right to challenge with

two furlongs to run, Rainbow Rebel

produced a determined run to get the

better of Crowned Eagle with 100

yards left to run. At the post , the

gelding had won by a neck from

Crowned Eagle.

“This little horse is quite

amazing,” a delighted Mark told the

Klarion. 

“When he first came to us he was

one of the smallest in the yard. He’s

grown quite a bit and he’s certainly

kept improving. It’s surprised me

how he’s kept getting better.

Physically, he doesn’t look the type

to keep improving, and, age-wise,
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you’d say he was well-exposed, but that

was the race of a lifetime. 

“He’s travelled brilliantly throughout

in a very competitive race against some

very good horses.”

Rainbow Rebel followed in the

hoofprints of Star Lahib and Notarised

as Johnston-trained Old Newton Cup

winners, and his time of 2min 27.36 was

the fastest of any winner of the race

since Henry Cecil’s Rakaposhi King in

1986.

Winner number four came courtesy of

The Trader in Beverley’s opener at

2pm. Mr Ali Saeed’s Mastercraftsman

gelding was having just his second run,

after making his debut on Newmarket’s

July course a week earlier.

Ridden by Andrew Mullen, The

Trader was smartly away from the stalls

and set out to make all the running

against six rivals. Pushed along with

two furlongs to run, he looked set to be

challenged by the only previous winner

in the field, Prince Elzaam, entering the

final furlong, but The Trader stayed on

strongly up the stiff uphill finishing

section of the course and pulled away to

score by three lengths, with Joe The

Beau finishing two and three-quarter

lengths back in third.

Remarkable

The Trader is out of Lady O’Reilly’s

smart mare Chinese White who won the

Pretty Polly Stakes, Group 1, over 10

furlongs. That makes him a half-brother

to Best Effort (by Cape Cross), a

multiple winner for Sir Mark Prescott.

The fifth winner came courtesy of

Kingsley Park 9’s Poet’s Society in the

3.35 at Leicester, a seven-furlong

handicap. Full details of this win can be

found in our Kingsley Park Partnership

News on page 14.

After disappointing in an Epsom

handicap last time out, the Passionate

Patnership’s Book of Dreams returned

to Chelmsford, where he had won over

course and

distance in March,

to provide

Kingsley Park

with its sixth

winner of what

was becoming a

remarkable day, in

the mile handicap

at 3.50.

The Dream

Ahead gelding’s

task may have

been a little easier

when the

favourite,

Bullingdon, was

withdrawn after

being unruly in the

stalls, but he still

faced 12 rivals,

including

stablemate

Aquarium.

Racing slightly

wide in fifth,

Dream Ahead

stayed on well

under Franny

Norton’s powerful

drive to lead in the

last strides and he

won by a short head from Maypole. 

The seven-timer was completed when

the hitherto unraced Hibernicus won in

great style on his debut in the finale at

Carlisle, shortly after 9pm.

Ballylinch Stud’s Sea The Stars colt

simply bolted up in the hands of Joe

Fanning to score by two and a quarter

lengths and three and a quarter lengths

respectively from Godolphin’s Mokhles

and the 2/9 favourite, Arcadian Cat.

This colt is out of the Soviet Star

mare, Lidanski, who won a Limerick

maiden for Willie Mullins and was

Listed-placed in the Sweet Mimosa

Stakes at Leopardstown. 

He is a half-brother to several

winners, including Wizz Kid, who was

trained by Robert Collet to win the

Group 1 Prix de l’Abbaye de

Longchamp. An interesting prospect,

indeed.

So there we have it – seven winners

on July 7. Truly, this was our

“Magnificent Seven”!  

Rainbow Rebel and Joe Fanning, nearside, win the 
Old Newton Cup at Haydock


